
Label-LyteTM 50ML580 film 
for a protected metalized 
appearance and high-speed 
press performance for PSL
Jindal Films’s next generation Label-Lyte™ 50ML580 oriented 
polypropylene (OPP) film is designed for pressure sensitive 
adhesive label (PSL) applications which require a consistent, 
high-sheen metallized finish and high-speed, reliable press 
performance. 

Featuring a proprietary top coating over the metalized surface, 
Label-Lyte 50ML580 film offers improved metal adhesion and 
protection for an attractive and consistent appearance. The 
proprietary design helps to prevent the formation of pinholes and 
crazing. The film can be laminated to polyester, OPP or paper 
silicone release liners. Label-Lyte 50ML580 film is well-suited for 
use in a wide range of market sectors including: 

• beverages
• beauty-care 
• applications requiring high-sheen, metalized labels

The adhesive surface design is suitable for broad functionality 
and adhesive system flexibility, minimizing the potential for 
metal transfer. The proprietary top-coated print surface delivers 
excellent print receptivity for a broad base of ink systems. 

Offering consistent printing across multiple technologies, it is 
compatible with UV flexo, letterpress, screen and offset systems, 
as well as water-based flexo and solvent-based gravure systems.

Controlling the film production, metallization and coating process, 
Jindal Films provides a consistent, high-quality film that is ready 
for lamination by the roll stock laminator. This can result in a more 
stable converting performance, compared to other metalized 
films, and eliminate the requirements for expensive and complex 
outsourcing of product supply. 

Label-Lyte 50ML580 film exhibits excellent stiffness for automatic 
label dispensing. 

 Benefits

•  proprietary top coating 
improves metal adhesion  
and protection

•  compatible with a broad range 
of ink systems and printing 
technologies

•  film design eliminates metal 
transfer
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Contact us for more information and details about Label-Lyte™ 50ML580 film

www.oppfilms.com
or email us at info@jindalfilms.com

Count on Jindal Films
Jindal Films is a leading global OPP film supplier with the 
broadest range of aqueous coated film solutions for the 
labelling market. If you’re looking to develop innovative 
labelling solutions, try Label-Lyte films from Jindal Films.  
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Key advantages
• high-sheen metal appearance
• scratch resistant on metal side
• excellent compatibility with a broad range of ink systems, 

including UV printing technologies
• excellent «in-to-out» blocking resistance


